Gilan, a province on the Caspian shore.

native or peasant of Gilan. dialect of Gilan. In Persian, "Gilani," "people from Gilan."

the 27th letter of the Persian alphabet representing 30 in the Arabic numerical alphabet.

geology. Guinea.

masculine proper noun. Guiv. (coll.) light cotton summer shoes.

maker of "givehs" or cotton shoes.

plant. herb. (bot.) cherry. glass. tumbler. (coll.) wineglass.

ta. glassful.

at least. necessarily.
certainly, obliged, inevitably, perhaps. he must have forgotten.
necessarily, out of necessity. coercion. laboratory.

fold. ply. inside. within. between. among. strand. braid. layer. stratum. three ply board.

rope of four strands. manyfold.

inside the blanket.

there is a sheet of paper inside the book.

a class to hold two things together.

woman's hair. tail of hair. hair. wig. postiche. toque. toupee. toupet. hairpiece. peruke. periwig. headdress.

cord or ribbon used in braiding the hair.

shameless. disgraced.

fillet for binding the hair.

elderly woman. duenna.

(woman's) hair. ringlet. tress.

moccap. coif.

ticket office. counter.

"Gilas Áélas, Oher; a Lón, Lóbn (coll.) Shirin; a Lón, Lébn (bot.) cherry, glass, tumbler. (coll.) wineglass.

"A glassful."
coarse silk, floss silk.
the good and the bad parts together, male and female.
to flirt.
noton.
to philander, to dally, to coquet.
beflirted with all the girls but loves none.
be philandered in the big hotels.
she coquetted with the husbands of her friends.
be dallied with a young Mexican girl.
la belle, la belle, anti, le bélier, kaoum.
rubber, tire, tyre, elastic.
tire.
bicycle tire.
tube.
snow tire.
 callevis.
flirtation, flirt, coquet(te).
flirtations, flirt, coquet(te).
coquette, coquetish, flirter.
carcase, carcass, cadaver.
carcase.
carrion, body, corpse, necro.
carrion buzzard, vulture.
Cathartidae.

having no partner, single, one.
undoubtedly, doubtless.
corpses, carcasses.
cadaver, carrion, wreck, carcass.
cadaverous, cadaveric.
cadaverism.
retired draft.

all the requisites for a trip.

amazed.
in a state of amazement.
suffix meaning, "abounding in," (as in: "abounding in pebbles or stones").
(foundation of a)
layer, incrustation.
(bot.) (a) layer, (b) layer, lamina, naurtium, Indian cress.
laugh.

foolish, stupid, silly.

a required decision.

an imperative decision.

the one thing needful.

the necessary condition.

these two are correlated (interdependent).

hectic fever.

to be necessary or requisite.
to become (be).

to necessary, to follow, to result.
to need.
to require, to tack, to necessitate.
it takes two days (to be done).

to deem it necessary.

indispensable binding.

the irreducible (integral) part of a group.

a binding (irreducible, enforceable) contract.

to run is an intransitive verb.
an indispensable expense.

good breeding is a requisite for a teacher.

unanswerable.
unanswerable, incapable of answering.

azure.
cobalt-blue.
cerulean.

to azure.
to color blue, to paint blue.
deceit.

laugh.

azure (of the sky).

the member coming next.

the annex or annexed piece.

appendage, supplementation.

no power, no might.

there is no might.

strength except in God.
carelessness. 
indifference. negligence. thoughtlessness. slovenliness. delirious. 
to be careless or remiss. 
to be indifferent. 
la parole, poèmes, parler, parler de. 
saying, chop, shell, carapace of a tortoise. wooden cup. theco- 
lacquer. 
nail varnish. nail polish. 
suffice to seal up (with sealing wax). 
to lacquer. 
la tortue. 
turtle. 
like a turtle. sloughy. chelonian. 
lactose. 
(z.) Theophrastus. 
Leptomus, theo- 
indescribable. 
insuppressable. 
la couleur. 
dumb. mute. aphone. 
inarticulate. speechless, voiceless. 
to become dumb. to be silenced. 
to make dumb. 
to strike dumb. silence. dumbfound. 
la belle, la belle. 
lullaby. lull. lull. 
sleep. going to bed. 
to go to bed. 
splendid. glittering. shining. 
resplendent pearl. 
la belle, la belle. 
la chérie. 

In the image, the text is written in Persian and English, discussing various words and concepts like carelessness, indifference, negligence, thoughtlessness, slovenliness, delirious, to be careless or remiss, to be indifferent, and various other related terms.
to be deserving, to deserve.

moral theology.

dogmatic theology.

donate.

divine theological.

(geog.) Lahore.

(geog.) the Hague.

sediment.

slime, ooze, dregs, settings, silt.

to settle, to deposit.

to sediment, to sedimentate.

mud and slime.

(i. of r. of lye) fold, ply, threefold.

indivisible.

infinite, infinite.

atom.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

infinite.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.

unchangeable, unvarying, unalterable.

permanent, fixed, stable.

infinite, endless.

the boundless (limitless) space.
to laugh in one's sleeve, to sneer.

to begin to cry (as a child). he has one foot in the grave.

chops.

to lavish.

he hung his lips. greater lips of puce dominant. labia majora. lesser lips of puce dominant. labia minora pudenda.

pith, essence, gist, choice part. cream. heart. best. neat. concise or condensed. sententious. lobe.

the gist of the subject. choice part. pith.

choice part. labdabhe, long outer garment for men.

dresses. clothes. clothing. apparel. wear. attire. raiment. array. garb. costume. vestment. suit. accouterment. guise. uniform.

put on your new clothes. full dress. formal dress. official dress. state dress. evening dress. suit.

ulster.

a good dresser. a well-dressed person. dapper, dandy. a new garment (suit). undergarments.

a new garment (suit). undergarments.

nicked. enclosed. collar. buttonhole.

to wear black. a poor attire. man needs raiment (clothing).

to speak below one's breath. to murmur. to whisper.
pertinaciously, obstinately, malignly, spitefully.
depth (of the sea).
the deep, middle of an ocean or sea.
wrinkle(d), puckered.
dirty, mean, sloppy, (triangular) fichu or shawl, scarf,
wearing a scarf.
viewpoint. point of view.
respect, connection, notice, attention, purposes, regard.
with a view to facilitating the work.
in this respect, in this regard.
we bring it to your excellency's attention (notice).
from the viewpoint of climate.
for purposes of this law.
quilt. comforter, bed clothes.
eiderdown, down quilt.
quilter, quilt maker.
quilt making, quilting.
pad, compress, pledget, small quilt.
pimp, pander, go between.
in the side of a tomb.
(c. 1074), 47, 48.
impulse. instants.
in the last few moments of life.

here am I. yes.
mouth, cheek, lobe, to gobble or gruzzle.
the little girl's cheeks are red.
overflowing, brimful.
ducks and drakes.
to lap to overflow.
split peas, cotyledon, seed leaf.
the peas were split in halves.

pertaining to the mouth, oral, slip of the tongue.
flagrant error.
sheet, shock, blow, slap.
to rout to scatter about.
made in broils.
a slugged boat.
in a muck of sweat.
dredding.
acid tar.
slimy, oozy, mucky.
slimy or marshy (ground)
quadmire, marsh, swamp, bog, morass.
covered. (1047), 40, 41.
with mud, put to shame, disgraced.
sludged, slimed, oozy.
to disgrace, to put to shame, to dishonor, to humiliate.
to sludge, to cover with slime.

I did it to spite him.
don't be stubborn with me.

labial, labiate, labio-
labiatal, chilo-.
labiodental.
learned, wise.
to take pleasure (from).
to enjoy, to relish, to be delighted in
to sexualize.
to give enjoyment.
to give pleasure, to delight, to be delicious.
devoid of pleasure.
pleasurable.
delightful, delectable, delicious, dainty, enjoyable, pleasing, gratifying.
delicious, dainty, luscious, toothsome, palatable, savory, tasty, enjoyable.
dainty dish.
an honest, a true.
these raisins have their luscious taste.
toothsome foods of the season.
a palatable candy.
the table was full of dainty (savory or enjoyable) food.
lean, meagre, lass.
Lor. native of Lorestan province.
dupe. fool, simpleton.
that guy is a real fool (dupe or simpleton).
dregs, sediment, silt, lees, heetaps, riffraff, offscorings.
lord, master, God.
trembling, tremor.
quaking, shaking, shivering, vibrating, tottering, shuddering, pulsating.
milk fever.
to tremble, to shake.
to shiver, to vibrate, to shudder.
agui.

laxity.
flaccidity, inactivity, flableness.
a little.
wait a while.
think a while (a little).
be bare.
bareness, nudity, nudism, being stripped of clothes, denudation.
lean, boneless.
lean (or boneless) meat.
lean (or boneless) meat.
laudanum, laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
laudanum.
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laudanum.
the necessity of observing the principles of hygiene, as much as needed.

There is no need to stay there.

to become necessary.

meeting him is necessary, not necessary for the time being.

to quake with extreme joy.

his voice quivered from an excess of excitement.

viscous, slimy, slippery, viscid, glutinous, mucid, mucous, sticky, mucilaginous, sleek, viscous (viciou3) fermentation.

on a slimy road.

a mucid (mucous) wound.

to be mucous (viscous or mucilaginous).

Lesghian dance.

mucosity, slipperiness, sleekness.

mucid, slippeness, sleekness.

looseness, obligation, compulsion.

subjection, dire necessity, inexorable fate, requirement, urgency, exigency, necessitousness, exigence, requisiteness.

essentiality, indispensability.

at need. when necessary.

logical necessity.

obligations of conscience.

the urgency of this case.

the present exigencies of his affairs.

when (if) necessary, when (if) needed.

vibrant, vibrating, shaky, trembling, shaking, quaking, shivering, shuddering, shivery, quivering, tremulous, tremulant, tottering, vibratory.

trembling building.

tottering (tremulous) trees.

a shaking body.

shaking out of fear.

shivering leaves.

shuddering beams.

her quivering voice.

fearing and trembling.

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Azerbaijan.

cause to tremble.

to shake to vibrate.

to tremble.

to raise, to agitate, to rouse, to energize.

by the grace of God.

by grace, gracefulness, gracefulness.

be a favor, a kindness.

do me a favor.

because the grace of God.
he is used to damaging and swearing.

the luster of the table.

the gloss of the pottery.

the slime of the small

the spider's gossamer.

gossamer.

curiosity.

curiosity.

curiosity.

curiosity.

the coating on the paint.

a plaster of paint.

a plaster of paint.

a plaster of paint.

a plaster of paint.

a plaster of paint.

ambitious varnished over with zeal.

to enamel, to embellish.

to enamel, to embellish.

to enamel, to embellish.

to enamel, to embellish.

enamelled, glazed, mica-like, glossy.

enamelled, glazed, mica-like, glossy.

enamelled vessels (dishes).

distemper, glossy paint.

distemper, glossy paint.

distemper, glossy paint.

playthings, toys, (pl. of) playthings, toys.

beauty.

beauty.

beauty.

beauty.

min. ruby, ruby spinel, garnet.

depth red.

ruby-colored lips.

inability.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.

ruby-colored red.
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whore, prostitute. لكة (ألبام), pl. Qab, Qabe, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب
stained, blotted, spotted. دهشم, دهشم, دهشم, دهشم, دهشم, دهشم, دهشم
ink blot. نكش, نكش, نكش, نكش, نكش, نكش, نكش
conical opacity. كزة, كزة, كزة, كزة, كزة, كزة, كزة
leukoma, the white of the eye. كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة
stigmatic, blotted, dishonoured. كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة
stigmatised. كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة, كيمة

I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.
I removed the oil spots on my trousers with alcohol.

this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.
this deed stained (blotted) his reputation.

to patch. لجم, لجم, لجم, لجم, لجم, لجم, لجم

Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.
Cyrus Stutters.

Ciconiidae. كيمون, كيمون, كيمون, كيمون, كيمون, كيمون, كيمون
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.
broadbill, bit, kick.

paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).
paralysis (of the face).

to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
to cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.

Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.
Amar Khatir.

لالة (ألبام), pl. Qab, Qabe, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب, كوب
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.
cover, guise, cloak, veil, mantle.

Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.
Loghman, Eastern fabulist and sage often identified with Aesop.

verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
verbatim translation.
oral, literal, verbal.
to grumble, to growl, to mutter, to complain.
lymph.
lymphatic.
lame. lacking adequate means for work, lingering, paralyzed, limping, maimed, crippled, stalled.
a lame donkey.

the work is stopped (or delayed).
to become lame, to be paralyzed, to be detained, to stop.
to make lame, to stop.
to interrupt, to paralyze, to keep waiting, to halt, to linger, to stall, to break down, to take long steps, to stride.
lack of money brought the task of constructing the school to a standstill.

legs.
legs and trotters.

o'clock.

to walk, to take long steps, to walk, to go.
to loin - cloth, waist cloth.
to bathing - cloth, apron.
to throw in the towel.
to surrender, to give in.
to be surrendered.

limping.

to cause to limp.

limply, haltingly.

he was stepping on limpingly.

anchor, preponderance, gravity.
dignity, grapple, mainstay, kedge, equipoise, counterpoise.
to cast anchor, to halt.
to come to anchor, to anchor.
to overbalance.


thanks (praise) to God.
tutorship.

kick, in the habit of kicking, habitually kicking.
 recurrent, recalcitrance, refractoriness, to kick, to act rebelliously.
durable, tough.

strong enough to be trampled on.
to kick, viciously.
to kick.

trampled, crushed under feet.
to step on or trample, to stampede, to trample, trampled, trod (upon).
to trample, to stamp.
to crush underfoot, to step on, to tread on, to stampede.
trampling, stepping on, push.

(2.) stork.

pelvis. pan. pot. lever.

urinal, chamber pot, tub, pelvis.

pelvis.

bedpan.
to use a chamber pot (or bedpan).

false pelvis.

true pelvis.

ever and basin (for washing hands before and after meals).
pelvimeter.

small. basin, pan.

pelvis, renal pelvis. pelvis of the kidney.
pelvis.
tutorship.

nanny, tutor, mentor.
eunuch taking care of his master's children.

He, God, for God's sake.
log (Lg.)

Logarithm.


(Geog.) Luxembourg.

inter alia

external strabismus.

Convergent strabismus.

Internal strabismus.

Divergent strabismus.

Exotropia.

Paralytic strabismus.

Linguo.

Linguo (Lg.)

Tabula.

Table.

Plate.

Tabla.

Tabula.

Lavash.

Whitewash.

White bread.

Pederasty.

Pederast.

Sodomite.

Pedestrian.

Sodomy.

Sexuality.

Bills.

Haricot.

Bean.

Black-eyed (Lg.)

Black-eyed bean.

Baked bean.

Green bean.

Naked bean.

Pannier.

Clown.

Blouse.

Pollution.

Contamination.

Tainting.

Defilement.

Soothing.

Squeaky.

Cross-eyed.

Strabismus.

Squint.

Small lip.

(Stg.) chops.

With hanging lips.

Banner.

Flag.

Aegis.

Under the banner of liberty.
crushed fruit. peels tred upon. squashy. to be crushed. to be trod. to be squeezed. to be mashed. to become mushy. to crush. to squeeze. to mash. to tread. to slur. to elide. to smash. to press. to crush under the foot. a squeezed pomegranate. mashed apples. trod grapes. (anat.) uvula. flame. glow. blame. reproach. taunt. luminal. phonorhabdital. colo(u)nic. hue. tint. (anl. pl. tinge. dye. complexion. tinture. cast. livery. coloration. glow. flush. tone. colo(u)ring. pigmentation. chroma. to colour. to tinge. to tint. to dye. to stain. to paint. panting. to pant. to breathe thirstily. play. sportiveness. amusement. pleasure. debauchery. uvular. to me. for me. merit. worthiness. desert(s). excellence. efficiency. virtue. capability. ability. fitness. he is not worthy of it. he does not deserve it. unfit. incapable. unworthy. worthy. capable. meritorious. to pipe-line. to form into a tube. to tubulate. to roll. tubular. tubulous. pipe-like. tubulate. tubate. tubal. cannulate. cannular. flute. grafting. pipe cleaner. swab. chimney sweep. salpinx. uterine. tube. fallopian tube. plumber. pipe maker. tube maker. pipemaker. plumbing. pipe making. manufacture of tubes. (z.) nematoda. (z.) nematomorpha. horsehair worms. nectonomatoidea. auditory tube. Eustachian tube. ductile. pipelayer. plumber. plumbing. pipelaying. pipework. plumbery. water reticulation. tubulation. to lay pipes. to do plumbing. to plug or pipe. to supply (a house) with pipes. to supply (a town) with water reticulation. to lay a pipeline. to provide with plumbing. gipsy. harlot. to wriggle. to toss. to wiggle. to squirm. to wag. to shimmie. to move.
lilac. feministic. feministe. Lila. self-sufficient. Lila. inapplicable. inapplicability. Lilac. inapplicable. inapplicability.}

The Arabian Nights.

nocurnal. nightly, by night.

feminine proper noun. Leila.

name of an invincible. Lila.

chess player. professional gambler. invincible gambler.

(a single) night.

Leila. Lila. Leila.

heroine in the poetical romance

Lila and Mehdun» by Nezami. feminine proper noun.

hopping. leaping. springing. bouncing.

to hop. to leap.
	
to spring. to bounce.

Lilac. Lilac.

base. mean. base fellow. miser.

Lilac. Lila. Lila.

Lila.

Lila. Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.
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Lila.
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Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.

Lila.